LOGITECH ROOM SOLUTIONS
POWERED BY INTEL
Logitech’s Tap Room Solutions, powered by
Intel, provide everything you need to easily
deploy touch-enabled Microsoft Teams, or
Zoom Rooms video conferencing in any size
meeting room.
The Intel-powered compute platform comes preconfigured with your choice of Microsoft Teams or Zoom
Rooms. Intel also powers room solutions in Microsoft
certified PCs from Lenovo, HP and Dell. With calendar
integration and always-on readiness these bundles include
all the components you need. Designed as a simple touchto-join meeting controller, Tap delivers reliable convenience
in the meeting room enabling a frictionless user experience
for joining video meetings.

ROOM SOLUTIONS FOR MICROSOFT TEAMS,
AND ZOOM ROOMS
BASE BUNDLE

PART # TAPMSTBASEINT

INCLUDES:

PART # TAPZOMBASEINT

-

USB-connected touch controller designed
for the workplace. Multiple mounting
options and long and strong cabling
for beautiful integration into most
any interior location. Plug-and-play
connectivity offers an additional display
and opens the door to new applications
and user experiences.

HUDDLE ROOM
SOLUTION

Logitech Tap Touch Controller
Commercial-grade cabling
Mini PC - Intel NUC
P
 re-configured for
- Microsoft Teams Rooms OR
- Zoom Rooms
- PC Mount
- 90 days of JumpStart Support with
Microsoft bundles

PART # TAPMUPMSTINT

INCLUDES:

PART # TAPMUPZOMINT

- Base Bundle
- M
 eetUp

The MeetUp conference camera further
improves the Logitech Tap Room Solution
video conferencing experience with superwide 120° degree field of view, pan/tilt
lens, 4K Ultra HD, and 3 camera presets.
Integrated audio optimized for huddle
rooms. Three beamforming mics and a
custom tuned speaker ensure everyone is
seen and heard.

MEDIUM ROOM
SOLUTION

LOGI P/N: TAPRALMSTINT

INCLUDES:

LOGI P/N: TAPRALZOMINT

- Base Bundle
- Rally

The Rally video conferencing system further
improves the video conferencing experience
for medium-sized conference rooms with its
vocal clarity, whisper-quiet mechanical Pan/
Tilt/Zoom, 15X HD zoom, 90° field of view,
and 4K sensor, combined with Logitech’s
RightSense™ technologies that automatically
frame human figures and optimize color and
luminance for human faces.

LARGE ROOM
SOLUTION

LOGI P/N: TAPRAPMSTINT

INCLUDES:

LOGI P/N: TAPRAPZOMINT

- Base Bundle
- Rally Plus

Rally Plus brings all of the benefits of Rally
to larger spaces. With two beam-forming
mic pods and two rare-magnet speakers,
up to sixteen participants can be seen and
heard with near-perfect clarity. Additional
mic pods (sold separately, maximum
7) can bring the Rally conferencing
system to groups of up to 46 people. This
modular solution is the perfect fit for large
conference rooms.

JumpStart Support
FOR MORE INFORMATION
www.logitech.com/intel

Microsoft Tap bundles include Logitech JumpStart, which helps
customers deploy as a Skype or Microsoft Teams Room System.
For 90 days from the date of purchase, you have access to
configuration and support resources to assist with system,
software, and security configuration.
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